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John: Hello and welcome to the Actuaries Institute’s CareerView podcast. I'm John 

McLenaghan. I'm joined today by someone who has had an illustrious career in the 

Australian Financial Services industry, a fearless advocate for good public policy. He's one of 

a handful of expert actuaries, the media calls upon for considered commentary on retirement 

incomes and superannuation policy. My guest is none other than Michael Rice, the 2017 
Actuary of the Year, Convener of the Institute's Public Policy Committee, and a member of 
the retirement strategy group. He joins me today for this podcast about his career, welcome 

Michael and thanks for joining us. 

Michael: Good morning John. 

John: The early years, where did all that start? 

Michael: Well, it's a bit complicated because I'm originally Welsh and when I was 12, my 

parents emigrated to Africa which was the third time they'd emigrated there and I ended up 

doing my high school in South Africa and my father died just as I left school so I did have an 

actuarial scholarship to go to Cape Town University but decided that I’d go out and get a job 

and what happened was my father worked for a firm of accountants and they offered me a 

job, I think (it) was a R130 a month which doesn't sound a lot today but it was a liveable 

wage but he played golf with an actuary who've offered me a R160 round a month, so I took 

that, particularly as they gave salary increases every time he passed an exam and in fact I 

then did all of my exams through correspondence in several different places. 

John: And where did you first practice? was it in South Africa or Australia? 

Michael: No, it was in South Africa and then I was there probably for seven or eight years 

after leaving school but that included two years in the UK so I actually passed some exams 

in the UK went back there and then I emigrated to Australia and I've sat exams in Auckland, 

Melbourne and Sydney, so it was great having (a) global profession. 

John: What was your first practice area? 

Michael: Pensions, so I've always really been in superannuation. 

John: and early professional mentors? was there anyone who took you under their wing and 

guided you through your early years in the industry? 

Michael: Everywhere I've worked, I've had somebody who's you know helped me in some 

way or other so probably a few stand out more than others. In Auckland I worked for a chap 

by the name of Tim Henaghan who was quite a dynamic actuary, he had a lawyer working for 

him, Michael Littlewood, who subsequently became quite involved in New Zealand public 

policy and I've kept in touch with Michael to this day.  
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After that, I moved back to Melbourne with the same company and Bruce Cook, I found to be 

an interesting character. The company was Campbell & Cook at the time and then it 

eventually became Mercer, but he was quite a dynamic well sales type actuary, he didn't fit 

the mould shall we say. 

John: and have you mentored many young actuaries in your career?

Michael: Well that would be for them to say but certainly at work I always like to have one or 

two in the team. If they have an interest in something like public policy or data analytics then 

if I have that passion myself, they're going to come along for the ride. 

John: You mentioned public policy and you are convener of the Public Policy Committee at 

the Institute, what created this desire for public policy? 

Michael: I think it grew serendipitously really because I started helping Richard Holstein

back in the late 1980’s when the coalition as it was then, was trying to form a 

superannuation policy, and he approached me because I'd written a paper on industry 

superannuation with two other actuaries, Cliff Newman and Tony Lally and he had an 

interest in that topic and that paper was in 1989. 

Though the last two or three decades, we've helped quite a few politicians. We're not 

aligned to one particular party and when you start helping with public policy at that level, you 

realise how every time there's a change of government, there's a new minister, a new

shadow minister and they're all re-learning. Some of the issues are universal and they're the

same issues but everyone has a different way of solving them. 

John: Do you think the profession needs to keep communication channels open with 

politicians both sides of the political fence, to educate them about potential impacts of 

changes? 

Michael: I do. I think it's very important that we be seen as impartial and lot aligned to one 

side even though obviously all of us have views which might lead us to one type, one form of 

politics. The good thing with the Institute is that we have committees which have such a 

broad range of individuals, that we get collectively a common you know sensible view about 

those things. 

John: and how did you first become involved in the Institute because you've had a long 

association with the organisation?

Michael: Yes, so that was a Financing the Aged committee in the late 1990’s and other

committees around the age pension, where I was involved. I wrote a paper on the age 

pension in 1998 and then I served on council for three years, 1999 to 2001 so since then I've 

sort of come in and out at different times on various committees.  

John: Do you see volunteer work becoming more problematic? given the pace of work these 

days, that commitment people make to their organisations, is it becoming more difficult and

if so, what is the value of volunteering? 
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Michael: I guess it depends on in what area. For me volunteering in an area like public policy 

helps me keep up to date so if you're working with the Institute with a number of peers who 

are all experts in their field, you get a diversity of opinion and let's face it, it's superannuation, 

there's something to write about every month there's an ongoing series of submissions and 

different government inquiries. 

John: We’ll talk about superannuation a little bit later but on your own personal front I 

noticed that Rice Warner has been nominated as Employer of the Year. Can you tell us a little 
bit about that and what you see (are) the attributes of a good employer? 

Michael: Sure. So, we have been nominated for similar roles in the past and a lot of it 

revolves around the package we have at work called “Valuing Females”. Back in 2013, we 

were doing a lot of work on the gender gap in superannuation and we wrote several times 

that the solution was not a magic bullet, it required contributions from the individuals 
themselves, everybody has to take some personal concern in their own well-being: 
employers, the government, society, quite a few participants and we realized that we weren't 

doing anything as an employer so we decided to put package together the core of it was that 

we paid an extra 2% of salary to females as an additional superannuation contribution. 

It took us 18 months to introduce because we fell foul of the Sex Discrimination Act to get 

an exemption from that and we eventually did. We've been followed by a few other 

employers but not by many and we've often wondered why superannuation funds and their 

own staff don't do something similar. 

John: and is diversity a key component of the Rice Warner workforce?

Michael: Well it is. Our board has two females, two males, our executive committee’s the 

same, 45% of our staff are female and while there are some roles like reception and business 

support teams that tend to be female oriented occupations, the actuarial staff are probably 

split 50/50 which is a good sign. 

John: And in terms of your award as Actuary of the Year was that a pleasant surprise?

Michael: Well it was a surprise because until Jenny Lyon rang me, I had no idea that I'd even 

been nominated, so it took me a bit out of the blue, it's quite a prestigious list; I did have a 

look at all the previous recipients and outstanding people there, so obviously I was quite 

honoured to be amongst them.  

John: I think most people associate your company with superannuation and you've been 

involved in pensions for a long time. Can you give an outline for younger members of the 

profession about the birth and growth of superannuation in Australia, more around industry 
super? 

Michael: Sure, so it's interesting isn't it that not many young actuaries go into 

superannuation today. I think a lot of people think with defined benefits finishing that a lot of 

the work has disappeared and yet it's the biggest part of the financial services industry. 
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It's got lots of interesting characteristics: investments, insurance, pricing, so I'm always 
surprised that it's not considered to be the area that people want to aim to work in. The 

industry has changed over the last 30 years of course. 

The growth of initially awards super in the mid 1980’s created universal superannuation for 

all employees. This was formalised in 1992 with the introduction of the superannuation 
guarantee and of course we've had the growth of industry super funds out of nowhere to 

now, where they're a fairly dominant part of the market.

And also the growth of the SMSF segment which is 30% of the market in terms of assets, so 
it's a very dynamic and ever-changing market and the other thing is every one of the last 35 

federal budgets has had a change to the rules.  

John: Does that have an impact with the general public? That constant change, do you think 

the public's lost faith in super at all? 

Michael: A lot of people don't even think about superannuation, certainly people under 40, 

because it's far away. Those that do, I think are annoyed at the constant change because it 

destroys the brand and the other thing I notice is that most of the media around 

superannuation is negative. It'll be stories like excessive fees or poor performance or a 

governance issue somewhere and these get extrapolated to the whole industry. The irony is 

it's still by far the best tax privileged investment for all of us.  

John: The baby boomers are now retiring in large numbers and the focus is shifting from 

accumulation to retirement incomes. How do you see that unfolding? 

Michael: It's already started, about 30% of all the money is already in pension phase and that 

will keep growing as the baby boomers move through. The change will be fairly small 

because most people invest in similar portfolios instead of putting money in they just start 

dribbling a bit out. Over the last 10 or 15 years, the earnings have been so strong on funds 

that even though people are taking pensions, many of them will end up with more money at 

75 than they had at 65. That won't always be the case of course and the government has 

concern that people may not be drawing enough and so they're trying to introduce the 

concept of CIPR's, Comprehensive Income Products in Retirement, that I think will start 

focusing the minds of trustees, and other people in the industry on developing adequate 

retirement income streams. 

John: and what do you see is the main challenges for the sector in the near and middle 

future? 

Michael: Some of the challenges are consolidation. We've got a big gap between the largest 

funds and the small ones as scale does matter so we've got a lot of inquiries on at the 

moment that are trying to get rid of what they call inefficient or underperforming funds. 
You've had the financial system inquiry, we've got a current Productivity Commission inquiry, 

there's a Royal Commission that will be talking about the superannuation shortly and 

constant Budget changes which always try and tilt things one way or the other.  

I think the challenge is, how do we engage with members who are disinterested when some 

of the decisions they make will make quite a big difference to their retirement welfare?  
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How do we develop retirement products that might take longevity into account? very few 

people buy annuities by choice and how do we invest? At the moment, the Australian 

market’s heavily invested in growth assets which has been a good strategy over the past but 

what happens if the world changes? particularly if you've got funds well over 100 billion in 

assets, where they can't just change their asset allocation overnight. 

John: And on a slightly different note, what do you think the challenges for the profession 

itself are? I noticed that we're branching into banking and data analytics. Is there a chance 
the profession may weaken its standards as it becomes more disparate?

Michael: No, I don't think so. I think the training and the code of ethics binds us to a superior 

level of governance and quality around everything that we do. The challenge really though is 

in a global world, can we keep up? We're a fairly small profession in Australia. Outside 

Australia, there’s competition from the UK and the US Institute's. So, we probably need 

some form of partnership where scale matters and then we have our own special interests 
where as a small group we can be dynamic. 

John: Just in closing, I hope it's a long future but what does the future hold for Michael Rice 
any new projects on the horizon? 

Michael: Well I'm 63 now, so while I don't really look towards retirement per se but I do want 

to spend more time with my family, I've got four grandchildren now. I'd very much like to play 

a part in the Institute for the future as well. 

John: Well I'm sure your many friends within the Institute and the industry would be happy 

to hear that, and once again congratulations on your stellar career and your Actuary of the 
Year Award and we look forward to your future involvement with public policy and 
retirement strategies group. 

Michael: Thank you very much John. 

John: I hope you enjoyed this discussion. Look out for career articles on 

www.Actuaries.Digital and listen in to other episodes on our CareerView podcast.

Get in touch with us with your comments on today's conversation and let us know what 

questions you'd like answered next on CareerView and don't forget, nominations for this 

year's Actuary of the Year Award close this Friday the 20th of July, so head to our website 
and get your nominations in. 

I'm John McLenaghan, bye for now.




